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Abstract— the drill end effector is a key sub-framework to adaptable mechanical 

penetrating framework, which execution will affect boring quality and effectiveness. As 

a distinctly incorporated little electro-mechanical framework, the plan of drill end 

effector must be found on the robot and the cycle. To control the speed of a drill end 

effector and to discuss its designing steps and to show its functionality via different 

graphs. 

 

Index Terms—drill end effector, designing steps, functionality, and framework. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Sustainable engineering is a method of utilizing its resources in a way that does not harm the 

environment or deplete resources for future generations. Sustainability is comprised of 3 

columns i.e. the economy, society, and the climate. Experienced engineers have a significant 

and huge part to meet the feasibility. They seek to improve government aid, health, and 

security by minimizing the use of normal assets and concentrating on environmental concerns 

and asset affordability.. Engineers can assume a significant part in practical improvement by 

arranging and building projects that safeguard common assets, which are cost-effective and 

support human and native habitats. A closed-circle human environment can be used to enact 

the many activities of professionals that aid in the supportable outcome of occurrences. [1] 

This paper is related to the drilling processes. Drilling operation is important as it widely used 

in automobile sector, for civil infrastructure and agricultural sector.it is also used for drilling 

a ground, for the production of tunnels and minerals that are beneath underground. For the 

purposes of engine manufacturing and assembling of structure robotic drilling is best Instead 

of manual drilling. It is used to drill holes into components in the aerospace sector.  

A drill end effector working with an AC supply of 10amp is discussed here which can be used 
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in many robotic arms for different drilling operations. The objective of this drill end effector 

was to control and vary its speed. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The researchers gone through different studies of robotic drilling. In this study examined the 

impact of the solidness, the payload and the exactness of the robot, the mounted arrangement 

of the end effector, the mechanical cycle, and the orbital drilling strategy. [2]  This research 

emphasizes on the execution of a mechanical network which will consequently drill the 

example with exceptionally high exactness and accuracy. This will lessen the time, keep away 

from human blunders and improve the quality with zero human danger. This automated arm 

framework is executed in request to acquire high precision, repeatability consequently utilizing 

the SCADA framework. [3] 

This study highlights the drilling of titanium and aluminum parts. Therefore, a robotic arm with 

drilling is proposed in order to avoid a large number of labors. The item holding equipment, 

mechanical robot, end effector, control and sensor network, and disconnected programming 

are all part of the lean framework. Finding workpieces using an adjustment stick or a vision 

network, weld mark research, uneven clipping, boring and reaming opening in titanium and 

aluminum material stack mixes, and continual push power criticism are some of the 

framework's capabilities. The framework's positional accuracy and repeatability have been 

successfully placed inside the individual's 0.3 mm resilience and 0.2 mm resistance. [4] 

In this study a robotic arm is proposed for the drilling of ground conditions such as underground 

tunnel, roads or pipelines. The non-desired vibration will also be catered by using robotic arm 

for unlikely of CTM method [5]. This research study targets many applications of robotic 

drilling like human collaborated drilling and forced control micro drilling. The discussion is 

done regarding it medical applications for bone drilling, bone biopsy and for dental surgeries 

etc. [6] 

They studied the effect of robot on the drill end effectors design i.e. the experimental setup. 

They considered a 6-axis articulated arm which is an industrial robot. The problem for this 

serial industrial robot was that its downside was identified as high consent, therefore 

disfigurements or annoyances were caused in the machining applications. In drilling cycle, the 

push power can easily stimulates the extreme vibration because of the versatility of the joints 

in serial mechanical robots. A suggestion was made that the above stated issue can be tackled 

through a specific construction plan making clamp power couple with the push power at 

pressure foot pivot. So the power applied on the spine instrument of the robot is static and its 

value equals the clamp power. The gravity impact on the drill end effector was served by 

clamp power. The small gaps or holes were to be closed in order to prevent chips falling into 

them between the two materials. It also provided the settlement of the network during drilling. 

Thus the clamp power must be more significant than push power to guarantee great opening 

quality and structure solidness but the clamp power need not be very huge as it may cause 

twisting of the workpiece. In the view of payload features, the payload limit of the robot must 

be multiple times bigger than the load of the end effector for drilling. In order to improve the 

accuracy more or to make it more efficient the integrity among the instrument and the 

workpiece must be recognized toward the finish of the clamp interaction, and to the integrity 

identification, laser dislodging sensors are more utilized. The pressing factor foot of the drill 

end effector should utilize separate construction, and the contact surface type of the two 

sections (which are connected by spring or flexible sleeve) needs to be round and hollow or 

circular as indicated by the workpiece structure. Finally, the space of the pressing factor foot 

reaching the workpiece should have high grinding, which is gainful to stand firm on foothold 

changing verticality. [2] 
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In this research they proposed a framework which consists of two servo motors, a robot-

controller, object sensor, buzzer & a PC Interface. Robot controller KPM-2 is used which is a 

high coordinated practical PC network on-a-chip. It contains an incorporated memory and 

programmable input/output peripherals. It works at extremely low speed. It is utilized to 

controls the motor initiation and deactivation tasks and furthermore peruses sensor signals. 

The Object sensor is utilized to detect the item and pass the identified sign to the robot-

regulator. The servo motor is used for the motor and to contain the motor driver circuit. Here 

three servo motors are used for the movement of robotic arm at specific angles in horizontal 

and vertical directions and drill end effector for drilling. It works on two point locations such 

as where the arm will drill on the object and second where the drill has completed and should 

stop. The KPM-2 robot controller signals the 1st servomotor and it moves on the desired angle. 

It then gives signal to the 2nd servo motor where it moves vertically up or down. Ultimately 

the object sensor located on the KPM-2 starts working finding the object that has to be drilled. 

If the object is in place the drill end effector will successfully drill it. In case if no object was 

present then the buzzer will beep and it will meant that no object was present to be drilled. [3] 

The workpiece holding installation, the contemporary robot, the drill-end effector, the 

control and sensor system, and the detached programming make up the overall mechanical 

boring framework. The robot moves to the center point with hand-eye and workpiece 

calibration then it moves to the 1st task point and drills it. The other robot installs the aluminum 

part. It then displaces to 2nd task point where weld mark inspection is done there it drills again 

on that mark if there was no mark then it again displaces to next task point to find that weld 

mark for the drill. Therefore the procedure repeats in this way. [4] 

The main focus of the use of robotic arm for drilling in this study was to cater or reduce the 

axial vibration caused by old Tunnel machine or CTM method. The robotic arm was used for 

tunneling methods (bolting to the forehead, umbrella arch). The study was done by two 

laboratories between the combine work of drilling machine and robotics. These machines play 

out the penetrating cycle by methods for a head mounted on a slide length somewhere in the 

range of 3 and 24m. Subsequently, the aggregate reflections were coordinated towards the 

chance investigation of a penetrating head on a robot to have the option to get a virtual slide 

connect. Given that these machines require semi-manual taking care of poles from a rack. The 

reconciliation was done that the robots should first be used for stacking and emptying the 

stems during penetrating and subsequently forestalling significant human risk to which the 

laborers are uncovered. In case if the axial vibrations do not reduce then first they have to be 

controlled under a resonant frequency [5]. 

The research states that some devices are automated and other are semi-automated. The oral 

surgery consisting of dental implant is common nowadays. Bone drilling via robot is helpful 

in orthopedic surgeries requiring force control, drill-feed actuation, certain speed and feed 

rate. For these drilling purposes simple robotic drill arm like tyler vander werps are used and 

denso robotic arms are used [6]. 

The conclusion that they made on their research basis were tthat he design described above 

in 3 positions was established and they concluded that the drill end effector relying on the 

robot motion is effective as it builds the exchanging season of the diverse interaction 

instruments, and diminishes the position exactness, yet works on the plan of a drill end 

effector.  The gadgets should be patterned correctly in the drill end effector order to improve 

the efficiency of the whole framework. Most importantly the drill end effector should be made 

of such material that it should have high exactness and an elite performance. It should focus 

on the new cutting innovation, new devices, and better approaches for transmission, 

progressed estimation and control innovation. [2] 

It is an effective tool for drilling and these robotic arm with drill end effectors are a good 

way of reducing human errors. They are beneficial has they have high accuracy and reduce 
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time also. There is a strong belief that mechanization of work through mechanical technology 

will prompt significant expansions in profitability, and that these efficiency expands year by 

year will allow people to take part in exercises that are social and sporting. [3] 

The accuracy and precisions were check for the drill and no errors were found. It was 

successfully able to drill on the titanium and aluminum parts. It was concluded that it can drill 

harder too. It saves time and is cost effective too as less or no labor will be required. [4] 

The results of this investigation showed that the solidness results ensure the utilization of 

automated arm. It was the suitable for time, security and dependability yet the factor with 

respect to liquid elements need to be additionally concentrated as it likewise caused axial 

vibrations. [5] 

The results of the above study indicates that robotic arm with drill end effector are very 

useful in medical services too. They are beneficial in reducing man effort and time also. They 

also reduce radiation exposure to surgeons. [6] 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 

  In this paper the design of this drill end effector has been discussed which is based on the 

module principle and after considering the robot and the process. The design for drill end 

effector is provided in figure below. After creating the CAD design, 3D printing was used to 

fabricate the drill end effector in two separate pieces. These work pieces were made up of PLA. 

Then a very simple circuit was created using DC motor and PWM controller to enhance the 

speed in order to achieve the required RPM. After complete assembly, we made sure that our 

design looked smooth and for this purpose we painted it twice to cover up few cracks on the 

work pieces which were formed due to some glitches in the 3D printer. By following this 

process, parameters and cost, we developed a drill end effector best suited for our requirements. 

This drill end effector is suited for drilling in acrylic and woods. 

 

 
Fig 1: CAD Design 
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4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 
Fig 1: Motion Analysis(Displacement) 

 
Fig 2: Motion Analysis (Angular Velocity) 

 

The results from the graph above states that the rate of angular displacement is very high while 

angular velocity is constant. The number of oscillations per seconds are very high therefore 

angular displacement is increasing as seen above. Angular Velocity is constant throughout the 

time. The speed can be controlled by using a PWM controller. The analysis shown above is 

done at 800-1000 rpm. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The above paper concludes that this drill end effector is effective for drilling. Its speed can be 

controlled by a PWM controller hence it is suitable for drilling on acrylic and woods. 
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